Abstract
This paper presents a model for self-configuration of execution management in Grid environment. This model makes it unnecessary to use brokers. No broker in large systems like Grid has many advantages such as elimination of point of failures for the system, increasing accessibility, and reducing the complexity of brokers' communication. Networks formed logically between Grid's nodes have been used to present this model. Using this model, nodes able to implement submitted jobs to the system are found without using a central node autonomously by questioning neighbor nodes. This model also can improve function during runtime when submitted jobs to a node are almost similar to the former jobs. In the end of the paper, presented model is simulated by Netlogo multi-agent environment and using given scenario. Conclusions show function improvement during runtime.
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1. Introduction

Grid has been introduced in 2011 according to resource sharing [1]. Main Grid services and their jobs are presented in OGSA architecture [2]. One of these services is job management which has many responsibilities like finding a resource able to do jobs submitted to the system. Brokers do this in OGSA architecture, but presenting architecture for autonomous Grid when using something similar to broker, not only becomes a point of failure in system planning but also makes the brokers' coordination highly difficult. A broker's role in a distributed system is resource information maintenance and searching for appropriate resource according to the information for submitted jobs. Using one broker in the network leads to a hot point if there were many resources. Every second lots of applications have been sending to the broker and it will make a specific decision for each of them due to its database which should be updated moment by moment using every accessible resources. Moreover, using a number of brokers makes their communication complex and affects on runtime. But in suggested method, resources autonomously search for an appropriate resource after getting the submitted job and allocate the job to that resource, so that the system can be scalable. Also the system do not need a point of failure which its unavailability can put the whole system into trouble. In this paper's presented model, an appropriate resource is found by resources themselves and in a peer to peer form. Conclusions of this simulation are shown in diverse states at the end.

2. Related Work

Grid computing system use brokers to find appropriate resource. In Globus as the implementation of OGSA architecture, GRAM component is to manage Grid resource allocation. GRAM server acts as a broker in order to job submission [3]. There are also three layers in Unicore which the highest layer has several Usites and each Usite has a number of Vsites. User must announce characteristics of the Vsite which the job is going to be done in that and as a broker; the Vsite server keeps necessary information in form of IDB (Incarnation Data Base) [4].

Self-configuration and self-adaptive systems are introduced by different researches. In [5] a self-adaptive model proposed based on biological systems. An architecture called Accord is presented for autonomous Grid computing systems in [6]. This architecture makes programs and systems'
behavior and interactions determined dynamically and based on needs and states of runtime. Also two scenarios are presented to check self-management in this architecture. Parameters of these two scenarios are simulated and results are compared with the states of no self-management. A programming framework is introduced in [7] to provide autonomy in Grid computing level. This framework is expanded version of the noticed architecture in [6]. But the bug is that autonomy has been studied only in the level of function so that there is no solution providing autonomy in infrastructure level. An agent framework also is presented in [8] according to cooperation and combination of application programs in autonomous Grid computing. This framework makes agents able to discover, select and combine the elements. In addition there are some negotiation and interaction protocols for agents so they can dynamically interact with each other. But also this framework provides autonomy merely in function level.

There is an architecture introduced in [9] in order to have an adaptive scheduling on application programs. In [10], execution satisfaction degree is used for dynamic attribution of resources so that each program is constantly sending this degree to the firmware agent application. Due to users' behavior, a schedule based on adaptive anticipation is presented for tasks runtime in [11]. Former experiences of users' execution are used for this purpose. In this architecture, reconfigured architecture of resources is needed. in [12] for efficient and effective scheduling during runtime, an adaptive framework is suggested for information discovery because considering that information changes during runtime; then the information given statically by a resource at the beginning of execution is not suitable for an effective schedule during this time. So here an efficient schedule is to provide by updating resources information.

3. Self-configuration presented model for Grid computing

The purpose of Self-configuration is to define new neighbors according to execute main resource’s submitted jobs. In presented model each resource is to have a manager agent which has to manage the resource and communicate with the others. For a hypothetical Grid system' reconfiguration, if a resource was unable to do a submitted job, it has to search for another resource able to perform that job. This search is considered to be peer to peer and without central node. Different networks are defined in presented model. These networks are logical and in fact they are formed inside information and rules of the agents relevant to each resource.

Figure 1 shows self-configuration model for Grid. There are 5 networks and not all of them are to be logical, but the communication network is defined as a physical one to one connection between resources. Different parts of the model are introduced bellow.

Communication network: makes a connected graph which demonstrates resources relationships in a physical form. This network does not change during configuration process but it effects on searching and selection networks and is assumed as an accidental network in the simulation.

Query network: is a directed graph which is to select neighbors who each node of them questions about answering ability to the submitted job. Selection is on the nodes so that each of them selects its query neighbors considering cooperation knowledge network and communication network. This comes out of considering physical distance between resources and also cooperation background with other resources. This background is getting formed in cooperation knowledge network. Each time of loop execution, Query network is to appear as a different network.

Suggestion network: makes a directed and weighted graph which forms based on the query network. In this network, each agent having an entry link to it checks if the resource under its
management can answer submitted job of questioner agent or not. If the answer was yes and the resource under its management could answer, the agent makes a directed link with positive weight out of it to the questioner agent. If not, a directed link with negative weight is made in the same direction.

Selection network: here the wiring-network changes. In fact the goal of all components of the model is to update wiring-network which determines logical neighbors of a node. These logical neighbors have to do the job if a resource could not answer that. This network initially forms a regular graph. If a node and its logical neighbors could not answer a job, one neighbor having positive-weight and directed link out of it will be selected as a new logical neighbor from suggestion network and then makes a new. Simultaneously it chooses a logical neighbor having less cooperation and eliminates its wiring neighbor link with that. (So the number of wiring-network links stays constant.) But if no positive-weight link entered the resource agent, manager agents make resources which have one link with negative weight out of them find a resource able to answer the job.

Cooperation knowledge network: here each resource agent is neighbor with resource manager agents which have more cooperative background with them. This network emerges every time the loop of self-configuration model of Grid runs and forms a regular graph like wiring-network. Suggestion network get form stage by stage in running process of self-configuration model's loop because cooperation knowledge network shows resources having most cooperative background with noticed resource and therefore is appropriate to find a resource able to answer to another new job. But if only cooperation knowledge network was used, it is possible that wiring-network and also cooperation knowledge network divide in separate parts after some times of running mentioned loop and this would lead to many problems. One problem is that load traffic will not be balancing in different parts of the system. In addition, a new job might be submitted to a resource which is neither that resource nor its neighbors and also all resources in that separate could not execute when there is a resource able to answer in another part which cannot be found because of disconnection in destination resource system.

When a new job is added to the system, resource checks if it or its logical neighbors could do that or not. (This is done in "continuation" part of self-configuration model of Grid). If the answer was yes and that job could be done by that resource or its neighbors, it will not enter the model loop. But if they could not answer, manager agent will enter the loop to find a resource able to do that job. Then a number of resources are chosen to be asked if they can do the job or not. This is what all manager agents which they and their neighbors cannot answer do so that the query network forms. In the next stage, agents of questioned resources check if they are able to do the job or not. Through a positive/negative-weight link, the answer will be sent to the resource manager agent who the job is submitted to. In fact if they could answer, a neighborhood will be suggested to the responsible manager agent. After suggestion network forms, if a resource agent unable to do a submitted job would find an able resource (means suggested links with positive weight entered the resource manager agent), it makes a neighborhood with that. Otherwise, all questioned resource manager agents unable to execute a job should find a resource with this ability. After updating cooperation knowledge network, self-configuration model will be checked in "continuation" phase to see if there is any unresolved job or not and this loop is on until there is no submitted job unresolved.

4. Simulation

Simulation has been done in Netlogo software which is the product of NorthWestern University of America. Netlogo is designed for simulation of multi-agent environments [13]. There is a comparison between simulation environments in [14] defining Netlogo as one of the best simulation multi-agent environments.

In this simulation, one agent is considered for each resource and constant rules are defined for each agent. According to simulation scenario, there are some resources in Grid environment. Each resource is able to do determined number of various kinds of words. Some jobs have been made at the beginning of the program which each of them is allocated to one resource. Every job has a kind number and every resource accidentally can execute a number of jobs. If allocated jobs to a resource could not be done by it or its logical neighbors (means that the kind number of job was not the same with the
numbers of jobs’ execution ability in that resource and its logical neighbors), simulation enters the loop of model's self-configuration.

Results of simulation

To obtain specific results out of simulation, different parameters and measures criteria should be studied. These criteria include:

- Maximum number of steps: maximum number of self-configuration model execution loop for Grid which all jobs are submitted to resources able to execute them, is called number of steps.
- Average number of steps: jobs are allocated to the appropriate resources in a number of self-configuration model execution loops for Grid. The average number of self-configuration model loop for all jobs is another measurement criterion.
- Cost: model execution cost is considered as the total number of queries in each time of running program. That is because the less the number of queries are, the less resources were involved to execute jobs.

Through results of simulation with fixed parameters

- Number of resources: 300
- Number of jobs: 200
- Number of job kinds: 30
- Ability of execution the number of job kinds: 1
- Number of selected neighbors for query: 2

Variable parameter $\beta$ is given by averaging 10 times running the simulation. At first variable $\beta$ is assigned zero and then 0.8.

Part A in figure 2 shows the diagram of cost and average amount for 10 times running. The diagram of average number of steps and average amount in 10 times running is presented in part B and then, maximum number of steps and its average amount again in 10 times running are given in part C. Figure 3 is to compare measurement criteria under the effect of parameter $\beta$ with the value of 0.8 and
5. Conclusion

In this paper a model for Grid self-configuration with the approach of OGSA execution management ability got presented. Because of complexity and costly Grid management due to high number of resources and also various firmwares for Grid, using autonomous computing in Grid management seems to be necessary. After that, a model was presented for Grid self-configuration which showed its ability to do jobs without using brokers and central models. No brokers in system, made model capable from many aspects including: scalability, cooperation between Grids and various firmwares, and also no need for point of failures in system design. Simulation by Netlgo showed that the more specific resources are (the more similar the number of submitted jobs to a node is) the higher efficiency will presented model have.
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